Reproductive relationships and degree of synapsis in the polytene chromosomes of the Drosophila buzzatii species cluster.
The process of speciation occurs through the evolution of any of several forms of reproductive isolation between taxa, including inviability of hybrids. In this work, strains derived from allopatric populations of Drosophila buzzatii cluster species were experimentally crossed in order to evaluate their reproductive and cytogenetic relationships, and to contribute toward understanding the reproductive isolation in this group of sibling species. Although intrastrain crosses were highly fertile, we consider it relevant to discuss the differences in intra- and interspecific fertility and fecundity here. Among 30 interspecific crosses, about 63% were partially or completely sterile. Fifty three percent of interspecific F1 crosses (female and male F1 crossed) were also partially or completely sterile, in contrast to only one out of 24 intraspecific F1 crosses that was partially sterile. An analysis of hybrid polytene chromosomes revealed complete synapsis, except in the microchromosomes (VI) and in the proximal region of the X chromosome. The intraspecific divergence observed in this study and the variable degree of chromosome pairing shown here reveal part of the complexity of the speciation process pertinent to Drosophila buzzatii cluster, which is consistent with different traits studied in this cluster.